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veringly used in constant dependence on Divine
aid, you may confidently hope to make continual
progress. Among men of the world, a youth of
softness and sweetness will often, as we formerly
remarked, harden into insensibility, and sharpen
into moroseness. But it is the office of Christianity
to reverse this order. It is pleasing to witness this
blessed renovation: to see, as life advances, aspe-
rities gradually smoothing down, and austerities
mellowing away: while the subject of this happy
change experiences within increasing measures of
the comfort which he diffuses around him; and
feeling the genial influences of that heavenly flame
which can thus give life, and warmth, and action,
to what had been hitherto rigid and insensible, looks
up with gratitude to Him who has shed abroad this
principle of love in his heart;
Miraturque novas frondes et non sua poma.
Let it not be thought that in the foregoing discus-
sion, the amiable and useful qualities, where they are
. . not prompted and governed by a principle
pmkeqfaen °* religion, have been spoken of in too dis-
to amiable paraging terms. Nor would I be under-
tempers stood as unwilling to concede to those who
flSo.1"^ are tivfog *n the exercise of them, their pro-
8
er tribute of commendation: Inest sua
f such persons it must be said, in the
language of Scripture, "they have their reward."
They have it in the inward complacency which
a sweet temper seldom fails to inspire; in the com-
forts of the domestic or social circle ; in the pleasure
which, from the constitution of our nature, accom-
panies pursuit and action. They are always beloved
in private, and generally respected in public life.
But when devoid of religion, if the word of God be
not a fable, "they cannot enter into the kingdom

